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Abstract. We report the results of our research and development in
techniques for producing elliptical x-ray mirrors by controlled bending of
a flat substrate. We review the theory and technique of mirror bending
with emphasis on the optical engineering issues and describe our design
concepts for both metal and ceramic mirrors. We provide analysis of the
various classes of error that must be addressed to obtain a high quality
elliptical surface and a correspondingly fine focus of the x-ray beam. We
describe particular mirrors that have been built, using these techniques,
to meet the requirements of the scientific program at the Advanced Light
Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. For these examples,
we show optical metrology results indicating the achievement of surface
accuracy values around and, in some cases, below 1 mrad as well as
x-ray measurements showing submicrometer focal spots. © 2000 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)01410-0]
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1 Introduction

Substantial progress has been made in recent years in
fabrication of high-quality x-ray mirror surfaces by conve
tional grinding and polishing. One of the beneficiaries
this improvement has been the synchrotron radiation
search community, which is faced with the task of buildi
optical systems for the latest generation of sychrotron x-
sources such as the Advanced Light Source at Lawre
Berkeley National Laboratory. The new sources have s
eral orders of magnitude higher x-ray brightness than o
machines, and they have enabled many new types of x
spectroscopy, microscopy and microanalysis to be p
formed. These experiments have generated a deman
reflective condensing optics of high light-gathering pow
and excellent focus quality and we have been involved
studies over several years to provide such optics for
beam lines at the Advanced Light Source~ALS!. The mir-
rors of interest may be part of a prefocusing system t
condenses the beam for some type of spectrometer or
croscope or they may form a microprobe delivering t
beam directly to a micrometer- or submicrometer-scale s
on the sample. The simplest focusing surfaces that ca
used for these systems are spheres and circular cylind
and these are adequate for some purposes. Howeve
obtain simultaneously the finest focus and greatest lig
gathering power it is always advantageous to use ellipt
cylinder mirrors. Naturally, the realization of this adva
tage depends on being able to construct the mirror w
sufficient accuracy and we address that issue in var
ways in what follows.

In this paper, we consider the technique of making
liptical cylinder mirrors by bending an initially flat plate
2748 Opt. Eng. 39(10) 2748–2762 (October 2000) 0091-3286/2000/$
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We have adopted this approach over conventional rig
mirror technology partly as a cost saving measure a
partly in pursuit of a higher surface accuracy than could
achieved by zone polishing of a rigid substrate. Such
vantages follow in part from the use of classicalflat polish-
ing. We also report some of our experiences in enginee
and operating mirrors of this type, ranging from a 1-m-cla
condenser mirror to small microprobe optics deliveri
submicrometer-scale focal spots.

2 Scientific Motivations and Requirements

There are now microprobe or microfocus experiments
place at most of the third-generation synchrotron radiat
laboratories.1,2 A variety of focusing techniques have bee
used as reviewed, for example, by Dhez. In selecting
one best suited to the microfocus experiments at ALS, p
ticularly x-ray microdiffraction~m-XRD!, fluorescence mi-
croanalysis~m-XRF! and x-ray photoelectron spectroscop
~m-XPS!, we judged the need3 for convenient wavelength
tuning to be a very high priority. This favors the metho
based on specular reflection and we believe that, of th
the elliptical Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror scheme4 has the best
flexibility and light-gathering power. In particular, eithe
one or both members of the pair can be used for prefoc
ing or postfocusing with independent choice of magnific
tion in the horizontal and vertical directions. We have no
built and operated several elliptical Kirkpatrick-Baez sy
tems and we discuss the performances achieved so far
projected for the future in the sections that follow. How
ever, it is clear from the outset that, while a specu
Kirkpatrick-Baez scheme is very competitive for tunabilit
light-gathering power and flux, it lags behind zone pla
15.00 © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
with respect to spatial resolution by factors that range fr
about 4 for hard x rays to more than 10 for soft x rays.

Apart from high spatial resolution, the other princip
requirement of the scientific applications is to not wa
photons. This requires attention to the phase-space ma
ing of the beam and the optical system and we discuss
further in Section 4.

3 Technical Approach and History

We are interested in bending a flat constant-thickness
ror by the application of unequal end couples. If the mir
has a constant width as well as constant thickness, then
result of such bending is a cubic curve which can be m
to approximate an ellipse up to third order@see Equation
2!#. This enables correction of defocus and coma* while
leaving higher order aberrations uncorrected. Higher or
corrections to the bent shape are made, if required, by
plying a controlled variation to the mirror width. Tech
niques of this general type have often been used before
both normal-incidence6 and grazing-incidence7–9 systems
and have been quite widely used for focusing synchrot
radiation x rays.10–12 This has included the use of be
metal mirrors with water cooling,13 gravity-corrected
mirrors14 and directly deformable piezoceram
mirrors.15,16 The programmable-width concept was first i
troduced by Turner and Bennett17 and Underwood18 while
the ALS group have developed a variable-thickness sch
in which the mirror and bending mechanism are built a
single monolith.19,20The situation as of 1993 was reviewe
by Howells and Lunt20 and more recent work at th
ALS2,21–24 and other third-generation light sources25–27 is
now on record.

Some of the mentioned mirrors have achieved th
specified performance levels, while others have failed
to the application of unintended additional forces. The d
ficulty of applying the couples with sufficient accuracy
increasing at the present time due to the smaller focal s
that are being sought. In this paper, we describe some
ways to apply the couples via weak leaf springs. This
proach makes it much simpler to control the amount
bending with high accuracy and also lends itself to schem
that do not apply tensile forces to the mirror. We conce
trate specifically on elliptical mirrors, although the metho
of construction we will discuss are also applicable to
quadratic~i.e., circular! and cubic approximations to th
ellipse.

4 Phase Space Acceptance of a Grazing
Incidence X-Ray Mirror

Let us consider the quantitative effect of phase-space l
tations, which apply to all focusing systems, includi
x-ray mirrors. Suppose a mirror is required to focus lig
from a source of full widths at distancer to a spot of width
s8 at distancer 8. The useful angles of grazing incidence l
in the range zero touc ~the critical angle! so, in principal,
the convergence angle for the beam arriving at the fo

*It has been pointed out by Underwood5 that the term coma should not b
used to describe this aberration and that certain errors beyond mer
mantics can result from so doing. However, the usage has becom
widespread that it is now conventional. Thus we follow the convention
this work.
-
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could be up to 2uc . However, in practice one can neve
make the mirror long enough to cover such a large rang
angles and the limit is set by ther 8 values and the geometr
of fitting in both mirrors of the pair. Roughly speaking, th
limits the mirror lengths to aboutr 8 and the convergence
angle to aboutuc/2. If the source angle isf and the focused
beam angle isf8, thensf5s8f8 and theusableradiation
emission angle is given byf5s8uc /(2s). For example,
the size sH 3 sV of an ALS bending-magnet source
240320 mm2. Therefore at 10 keV (uc'6 mrad), with a
1-mm focused spot, 0.15 mrad of the vertical and 0.0
mrad of the horizontal fans emitted by the source would
usable. This shows that almost all of the vertical fan can
used, which is a benefit of the high vertical brightness.
the other hand, a smaller fraction of the horizontal fan c
be used implying that the horizontally focusing mirror w
normally be the shorter and therefore the downstre
member of the pair. Some further examples of this type
given by Howells and Hastings.28

The broad picture is that microprobe mirrors have rat
small usable emission angles and utilize only a limited p
tion of the beam available at a bend magnet port. On
other hand, condenser mirrors are usually required to
liver a larger spot~the size of an entrance slit or samp
typically! and can usually accept the entire beam. Con
quently microprobe mirrors are typically much smaller th
condensers. In the case of a microprobe, the figure of m
is the resolving-power-phase-space-acceptance prod
The resolving power is proportional to 1/s8 and the accep-
tance iss8f8. The figure of merit thus reduces tof8, or
equivalently to the mirror size that indicates that micr
probe mirrors should be made as large as possible up to
limit set by the usable emission angle.

5 Geometrical Considerations

An elliptical cylinder mirror is defined by the optical pa
rametersr ,r 8 and u and has major and minor semiaxesa
andb and eccentricitye ~see Fig. 1!. It is represented in the
X-Y coordinate system by

X2

a2 1
Y2

b2 51. ~1!

-
o

Fig. 1 Ellipse layout and notation.
2749Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
The same ellipse can also be represented by a power s
in the x, y coordinates of Fig. 1 as follows:

y5a2x21a3x31a4x41 ¯ , ~2!

so that the slope and curvature are,

dy

dx
52a2x13a3x214a4x31 ¯ ~3a!

d2y

dx2 52a216a3x112a4x21 ¯ . ~3b!

Theai coefficients for the ellipse are given up toa10 in the
Appendix.29 Each termaix

i of the series in Equation~2!
corresponds to an aberration of the reflected wave fr
which will be corrected if the term is faithfully built into
the mirror shape. Thei 52 term corresponds to defocus, th
i 53 one to coma~see earlier footnote! @linear variation of
curvature with position in the aperture~see Equation~3!#,
the i 54 one to spherical aberration and so on.

The major and minor semiaxesa andb, the eccentricity
e of the ellipse, the coordinates (X0 ,Y0) of the pole of the
mirror and the angled between theOX and ox axes are
related to the optical parametersr ,r 8 andu by the follow-
ing relations:

2a5r 1r 8, Y05
rr 8 sin 2u

2ae
,

~2ae!25r 21r 8222rr 8 cos 2u, udu5cos21 S sinu

e D ,

b25a2~12e2!, X056aAS 12
Y0

2

b2 D ,

~4!

where the square root is1, zero or2 according asr .,
5 or,r 8.

6 Formation of an Elliptical Surface by Beam
Bending

First consider a beam that is being bent by the action of
end couplesC1 andC2 , defined to be positive in the sens
drawn in Fig. 2. One can show that the bending mom
will vary linearly from C1 at x52L/2 to C2 at x51L/2.
The differential equation for the shape of the bent beam
the Bernouilli-Euler equation30 that here takes the follow
ing form,

Fig. 2 Notation for discussing beam bending using two different
couples.
2750 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
s
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EI0

d2y

dx2 5
C11C2

2
2

C12C2

L
x, ~5!

where E is Young’s modulus, andI 0 is the moment of
inertia of the beam cross section, considered for the m
ment to be constant.

To make the cubic approximation to the ellipse, w
equate coefficients of the constant and linear terms
Equations~3b! and ~5! to determineC1 andC2 .

C11C2

2
52EI0a25

EI0

R0
, ~6!

C12C2

L
526EI0a352

3EI0

R0

sinu

2 S 1

r 8
2

1

r D , ~7!

whereR0 is the radius of curvature at the center. Thus t
mirror will match the ellipse up to third order if thebending
momentis equal toC1 and C2 at 2L/2 and 1L/2. The
actual couples applied to the mirror need not be positio
exactly at2L/2 and1L/2 and in fact they are best place
somewhat further from the mirror center to allow for th
effect of end errors~see Fig. 6 in Section 9.1.3!. To make
the quadratic approximation, we would set the magnitu
of both couples equal toC5EI0 /R. The cubic approxima-
tion that we have defined here is not the only possible o
We discuss later in Section 9.2.2 how it can be improved
the case that externally induced spherical aberration
present. The optimum approximation to a parabolic mir
has been discussed by Underwood.18

A better solution is often to construct a nominally exa
elliptical shape. We can do this by modifying the width
the mirror so thatI 0 in Equation~5! becomesI (x) and is
calculated to give the right radius of curvature at each va
of x as specified by Equation~5!. We could do this for
almost any pair of end couples but as an example we
the ones given by Equations~6! and ~7!. Inserting Equa-
tions ~3!, ~6! and ~7! into Equation~5! and remembering
that I 5bh3/12, whereb andh are the width and thicknes
of the mirror, respectively, we obtain an expression for
width needed to produce the desired elliptical shape:

b~x!5
b0~1/R0 16a3x!

2a216a3x112a4x21¯

. ~8!

In this expression we have expressed the ellipse curva
according to Equation~3! which is simpler and sufficiently
accurate for almost all purposes if the series is taken u
tenth order as in the Appendix. However, it is also straig
forward to calculate an exact value based on Equation~1!.

7 Range of Validity of the Quadratic and Cubic
Approximations

The quadratic approximation corresponds to buildingy
5a2x2 and the cubic approximation to buildingy5a2x2

1a3x3. To investigate the range of validity of these a
proximations, we made a calculation31 in which the length
of the circular or cubic mirror is allowed to extend in ea
direction until the slope error relative to the correspond
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Table 1 Some bent mirrors made at the ALS.

m-XPS
(Horiz.)

m-XPS
(Vert.)

PEEM
Condenser

7.3.3
Condenser

m-XRD
(Vert.)

m-XRD
(Horiz.)

Initial shape Flat Flat Flat Cylinder, radius
87.1 mm

Flat Flat

Final shape Elliptical cyl. Elliptical cyl. Elliptical cyl. Toroid Cubic cyl. Elliptical cyl.

r (m) 4 3.88 20 16 30.6 31

r8(m) 0.1 0.22 1.85 16 0.5 0.1

Grazing angle (deg) 1.6 1.6 2.5 0.31 0.33 0.33

Clear aperture (mm2) 60325 110338 10103100 600 163342 40310

Thickness (mm) 3 6.7 15 32 9.52 4

Min-max bending radius (m) 4.5, 9.7 10, 20 49, 107 2963 130, 211 28, 40

Achieved root mean square (rms)
slope error 2 3 3 (60% aperture) 1.0 1.4 0.6

before bending (mrad) 14 (100% aperture)

Achieved finish (Å rms) 3.0 4.0 7 7.2 ,1 5

Measured x-ray spot size
FWHM (mm)

1.0 1.2 30 (100% aperture) 50 0.8 0.4*

Material 17-4 PH
stainless steel

17-4 PH
stainless steel

Mild steel
(1006)

Silicon ULE ULE

Polisher Dallas Optical
Systems

Dallas Optical
Systems

Boeing North
American

Frank Cook General Optics Boeing North
American

Attachments Nut and bolt Nut and bolt Nut and bolt Glue Glue Glue

Special challenges Extreme
curvature

Avoid tension,
large size

Figure
accuracy

Figure
accuracy

*See Section 11.3 for comments on the ultimate performance of this mirror.
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ellipse reaches a prescribed valueD. This means 2D is
roughly the peak-to-valley slope error. On this basis,
permitted mirror full lengthsL2 and L3 for the quadratic
and cubic approximations respectively are determined to

L25k2r 8S D

uG
D 1/2

~M<0.5! L35k3r 8S D

uG
D 1/3

~M<1!,

~9!

whereM is the magnification;uG is the grazing angle, and
k2 andk3 are dimensionless constants with values 3.28
2.97, respectively. Evidently the approximate mirror sha
will work better for harder x-ray mirrors because of the
smaller uG values. With an appropriate choice ofD, the
approximate mirrors can achieve arbitrarily small spot si
~provided they are sufficiently well made!. However, their
aperture will be limited according to Equations~9! and for
the smallest spot sizes, the loss of phase-space accep
compared to a true ellipse will be severe.

To illustrate how much light-gathering power is lost b
approximating the ellipse, we consider the hard-x-r
m-XRD mirror at the ALS as an example. Taking the e
lipse length asr 8 and using Equations~9! with a 1mm spot
size and them-XRD parameters in Table 1, we find tha
horizontally, the limits on the lengths of the ellipse, cub
and circle mirrors are 100, 22 and 7 mm, respectively. V
tically, the same three limits are 500, 66 and 15 mm and
concentration factor~of the beam area! for the ellipse, cubic
and circle cases would be 1.73106, 5.03104 and 3.5
3103, respectively. Even larger losses of x-ray flux a
found if elliptical mirrors are replaced by their approxim
ce

tions in soft x-ray microprobe schemes. However, note t
the values given by Equation~9! do not take into accoun
the possibility of aberration balancing which we discu
later in Section 9.2.2.

8 Mirror Bending by Weak Leaf Springs

8.1 Mechanical Principles

We consider here two types of bending machines: th
which put the mirror in tension and those which do n
Example implementations of the two classes of leaf-spr
bending mechanisms~with and without the tensile force!
are shown in idealized form in Fig. 3.

To understand the statics of the arrangement in Fig. 3~a!
suppose the loading is applied in two steps:

Step 1. The forceF is applied by moving the slide to th
left. This applies couples of equal magnitude andopposite
sense at the mirror ends while the axial forces in the spri
remain equal to zero. The magnitude (C) of the couples is
Fl /2 if the springs are rigidly clamped at the base as sho
~It would beFl if they were hinged.! To obtain couples of
equal magnitude it is only necessary that the springs
equal in length. It is not necessary that they be elastic
identical.

Step 2. The forceG is applied at the right end of the
mirror. This applies couples of thesamesense at the mirror
ends and induces axial forces in the springs which are e
in magnitude and opposite in sign, the one in the rig
2751Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
spring being tensile. The magnitude (DC) of the applied
couples isGl/4 and that of the axial forces isGL/2l .

The net effect of these two steps is that couples of m
nitudeC1DC andC2DC are applied at the right and le
ends of the mirror, respectively. The value ofC, the mean
of the two couples, determines the center radius of the m
ror @Equation~6!#. The value ofDC determines the amoun
of coma correction@Equation~7!#.

The advantages of this type of design are as follows

1. The focal length of the mirror and the amount
aberration correction areindependentlyadjustable us-
ing F andG.

2. The springs are madeweak so that small deforma
tions of the mirror are produced by large, easily co
trollable, movements of the drivers.

3. The use of a prescribed driving force, rather tha
prescribed displacement, enables manufacturing
rors or changes in the mirror size~due to thermal
expansion for example! to be tolerated as long a
they are small compared to the driver motion need
to bend the mirror.

4. The forces are applied relative to a rigid base.~Some
simplifications can be obtained by making this ba
part of the vacuum envelope.!

Fig. 3 (a) An ‘‘S’’ spring bender in which equal and opposite
couples are applied by moving the slideway to the left (force F),
while couples of the same sign are applied by pushing the whole
mirror to the left (force G). (b) Avoids the mirror tension implicit in (a)
by applying the couples by means of forces transverse to the mirror.
The latter scheme has also the advantage of being all-flexural.
2752 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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The bending system shown in Fig. 3~b! is a variant that
does not put the mirror in tension. It has the virtue of si
plicity although it lacks the separation of focusing and a
erration correction. Otherwise it shares most of the featu
of the ‘‘S’’ spring system.

Both of these schemes are being used for mirrors at
ALS. The ‘‘S’’ spring type is being used form-XRD while
the the XPEEM condenser is roughly of the second ty
The m-XPS system uses a variant of the ‘‘S’’ sprin
scheme, in which the springs are hinged at the bottom
therefore bend in the manner of a cantilever. In Section
we give further discussion of the performance of these
signs in practice.

8.2 Fabrication Methods

We believe that the guiding considerations in substr
manufacture should be dimensional stability32 ~in particular
low residual stress!, and the flatness and parallelness of t
front and back surfaces.~Note that curvatureis an error in
an elliptical bender.! These requirements favor constructio
as a simple flat plate and use of standard machini
grinding-lapping sequences to achieve high quality surfa
on both sides. Both standard stress relief and thermal
cling may be required according to the choice of materia32

as described for specific cases in Section 11. As we disc
in the section on anticlastic bending~Section 9.1.2!, the
quality of the back surface is important and may determ
the distortion due to the joint between the mirror and t
bender. The lapping step is a low-stress procedure tha
required both for surface quality and to remove the stres
surface layer due to the preceding grinding step.~It is note-
worthy that after lapping it becomes possible to meas
the shape using the long trace profiler.! By these methods
it should be possible to get most mirrors flat and para
within about a part in a thousand. The most likely errors
curvature and wedge, which we treat quantitatively in S
tion 9.4.

The calculated shape of the edges@Equation~8!# should
be cut early on in the process by numerically controll
~NC! milling in the case of metal substrates or NC grindi
in the case of ceramic ones followed in both cases by s
able stress relief. NC machines are less readily available
ceramics and it is sometimes sufficient to utilize a polyg
shaped mirror as a compromise between a constant-w
and the exact calculated curve. The advantage of the p
gon is that it can be cut with a saw.

A different form of correction by edge shaping wa
practiced by Lienert and coworkers33 who modified the
edges of their bent-crystal optics after the optics had b
manufactured so as to improve the shape of the Br
planes. The errors were due to alteration of unavoida
stresses when the silicon was cut to shape and the co
tions were based on point-by-point x-ray-reflection me
surements of the optics. This has not yet been done wi
bent mirror. However, we do have evidence that so
fused silica mirrors can be shaped after polishing with
much damage to their optical figure. This provides so
hope that such mirrors might be similarly corrected on
basis of optical measurements made after polishing
bending.
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
8.3 Assembly

A major step is the making of the joint between the mirr
and the bending mechanism. We discuss this later in c
nection with potential errors due to adhesive or nut-a
bolt joints ~Section 9.1.2! and with the technique for stron
adhesive joints~Section 10!. Once the joints to the mirro
ends are made, the rest of the assembly process is usu
nut-and-bolt operation in which the difficult step is the la
one that closes the loop made by the mirror and the ben
machine. Often the assembled mirror has a twist gre
than the sagittal slope error tolerance. It is then import
that some part of the assembly should be deformable
adjustable with sufficient resolution to reset the twist with
tolerance. There are various ways to measure the t
when making this setting. A convenient one that we ha
used is to make separate autocollimator readings at the
of the mirror, each time aligning the instrument with r
spect to the vertical by means of a tilt meter.34

8.4 Optical Testing

Once the mirror can be bent, the task of setting the bend
couples to the best values, as measured by the long-t
profiler, can begin. When the x-ray source is of rms sizeS
at distancer , the allowed rms slope errors~s!, as measured
by the long trace profiler, are usually defined as follows

Tangential plane:s t<S t /~4r !,

Sagittal plane:ss<Ss /~4r sinuG!,

whereuG is the grazing angle. These are useful practi
definitions that are intended as the condition to not degr
the source brightness. However, they are simplistic and
not provide any guarantees of performance. Moreover,
s t values corresponding to a third generation x-ray sou
at a few tens of meters distance are often beyond the s
of the art of mirror making~s t,0.1mrad for example!.
The procedure to get the best values of the bending cou
has been discussed by Rah et al.29 It is noteworthy that one
can usually do much better than simply selecting the val
that satisfy Equations~6! and ~7!, as discussed in Sectio
9.2.2.

9 Analysis of Errors in Mirror Benders

The practical implementation of high-quality bendable m
rors is largely a question of analyzing and controlling t
errors that can produce departures from the ideal ellipti
cylinder surface that we are seeking to create. We now g
a detailed analysis of the following classes of error.

1. intrinsic errors that exist even for perfectly made a
operated mirrors

2. errors produced by environmental effects

3. operation of the mirror at other than its design co
jugates

4. manufacturing errors
-

a

r

r

t

s

e

e

s

9.1 Intrinsic Errors

9.1.1 Tension effects

The design shown schematically in Fig. 4, which is co
monly used, applies a tensile force to the mirror which w
tend to have a straightening effect and we now procee
calculate the size of the resulting error. To do this consi
a simplified case of a circularly-bent mirror with equ
couples, applied by forcesF and bending levers of lengthl ,
at the ends of the mirror~Fig. 4!. This leads toC15C2

5Fl and the mirror is subjected to a tensile forceF. Al-
lowing for the latter, Equation~5! becomes35,36

d2y

dx2 2q2y5q2l where q5AS F

EI0
D ~10!

leading to a slope distribution

dy

dx
5

x

R0
S sinhqx

qx D . ~11!

The first term in Equation~11! x/R0 is the slope distribu-
tion of the correct circular curve while the term in th
square brackets is an error term caused by the tensile f
F. WhenF tends toward zero, the error term tends towa
unity. The error is most damaging for long mirrors wi
steep curvature and short bending levers. For example
L51 m, l 50.05 m, R05100 m, the maximum slope erro
would be 16 arcsec. For the majority of practical cas
however, the error is likely to be negligible~,0.1 mrad,
say!.

9.1.2 Anticlastic bending effects

The design scheme described in this article is essentia
beam-theory concept so we should be alert for situati
where beam theory may be expected to break down. Su
case arises when the mirror width is not small compared
its length and the mirror needs to be treated as a plate.
has then to take into account the fact that, in the absenc
boundary conditions, the ‘‘natural’’ sagittal curvature w
be equal ton times the externally applied tangential curv
ture ~n being Poisson’s ratio!. The degree to which this
‘‘anticlastic’’ curvature can be removed by constraining t
two nominally straight edges to remain exactly straight h
been analyzed by Ferrer and coworkers37 in connection
with focusing crystals. Consider a plate of lengtha and

Fig. 4 Schematic of a type of mirror bender that puts the mirror in
tension.
2753Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
width b bent into a circular cylinder by equal and oppos
couples applied to the edgesx50 and x5a, which are
assumed to be clamped straight. Thex andy axes are de-
fined so that the edges of the plate arex50, x5a and y
56b/2. It can then be shown38,39using the standard meth
ods of plate theory,40 that the closed-form solution forw
~the out-of-plane displacement! is as follows.

w5 (
m51

` S 4a2

Rp3

1

m3 1Am cosh
mpy

a

1Bm

mpy

a
sinh

mpy

a D sin
mpx

a
, ~12!

whereR is the nominal bending radius,m51, 3, 5, . . . and

Am5Cm@sinham~11n!2amcosham~12n!#

Bm5Cm sinham~12n!

Cm5
4a2n

Rp3

1

m3

1

sinham cosham~31n!~12n!2am~12n!2

and am5
mpb

2a
.

The first term of this solution is the Fourier series of t
intended cylindrical shape and the other terms represen
errors due to anticlastic bending. Such errors can bec
important for mirrors with large widths and/or large grazi
angles.

Another type of anticlastic-bending effect may appe
when a glass or silicon mirror substrate is glued to
metal plate that is used for attaching the bending mec
nism. An important factor to consider in this case is t
fractional shrinkage«G of the glue. First we consider th
effect of shrinkage of the glue layerin its own plane. Sup-
pose we are joining two plates of thickness, elastic modu
and Poisson’s ratioh1 , E1 , n1 andh2 , E2 andn2 , respec-
tively. Suppose further that the glue layer behaves ela
cally and has thicknesshG(!h1 ,h2) and modulusEG . It
can then be shown that the stress due to shrinkage ind
a spherical radiusRG given by

RG5
E1h1

2

6~12n1!«GEGhG

114en16en214en31e2n4

12en2 ,

~13!

where n5h2 /h1 and e5@E1 /(12n1)#/@E2 /(12n2)#. In
the special case thatn→0, which represents a single pla
with a thin coating, the second fraction on the right is eq
to unity and Equation ~13! reduces to the Stone
equation.41 Now, in practical cases~glue thickness about 50
to 150mm!, the cross section of the glue layer will be mu
smaller than that of the two plates that are being join
Therefore the shrinkage forces due to the glue layer are
likely to produce a large distortion. Nevertheless, at
microradian level, this is still something to keep in min
Up to now there is no anticlastic effect due to the glue.
2754 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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On the other hand, consider the shrinkage of the g
layer in a directionperpendicular to its own plane. In this
case, the cross section involved~the joint area! is large, and
the shrinkage force will normally be dominant compared
the flexural forces of the two plates that are opposing it. W
first became interested in this issue when we made lo
trace profiler tests on a glass mirror, with steel fixtur
glued on its underside. We observed the unexpected s
errors~shown in Fig. 5! extending a distance equal to fiv
or six times the thickness beyond the glued area and ta
about half of the mirror out of tolerance. Our first thoug
was that a tangential curvature, due in some way to
joint, might produce such a long-range error. However,
sight based on St. Venant’s principal, which was confirm
by finite-element analysis, indicated that the effects of su
distortions in the tangential plane would normally exte
only about one thickness beyond the region of the joint

We now believe that the errors arise in a more indir
way as follows. Suppose the curvatures of the two surfa
being joined by the glue are miss matched. The glue la
would then be non uniform, and, after shrinking in propo
tion to its thickness, would induce both a tangential a
sagittal curvature of the mirror in the joint area. The ta
gential curvature would be ineffective, as noted above,
the sagittal curvatureof the glue-joint would continue far
beyond the joint area and would produce a correspond
anticlastic tangential curvature as seen in Fig. 5. This p
ture is made plausible by finite-element analysis wh
shows that a mirror with back-glued metal blocks of su
able curvature can reproduce Fig. 5 almost exactly.

The message of this is to avoid such sagittal distortio

Fig. 5 Surface shape of a rectangular development mirror with a
bending mechanism of the type shown in Fig. 3(a) except that here
the steel end fixtures were glued to the backside. The 9.5342.5
3200 mm3 mirror was fabricated from fused silica with an initial rms
flatness error of less than 1 mrad. The solid line represents the un-
bent state, the dashed one a bent radius of 151 m and the dotted
line the difference. Tilt, piston and curvature have been removed
from both. The close agreement of the bent and unbent curves in-
dicates that the serious errors at the ends of the mirror are not due
to bending but rather to the method of attaching the end fixtures.
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
at the ends of the mirror. This is equally important f
bolted or glued joints to the back~or front! of the mirror. It
appears that VUV and soft x-ray mirrors with their hig
curvature and corresponding low thickness are particul
vulnerable to this type of error. If the mirror is thicker tha
about 0.5 cm, then the fixtures can be glued to the end
in our experience this is one way to eliminate the proble
For hard x-ray mirrors, typically having lengths up to
meter and radii of at least a kilometer, one normally ma
the thickness much greater~5 to 10 cm! to resist bending
under gravity and in these cases the distortions due to
attachments are much less of a problem. We give an il
tration of bending a beam of this general shape in the n
section.

9.1.3 Line and strip loading of the mirror surface by
clamps

In several traditional bender designs, the end couples
applied to the mirror by four rods in a four-point-bendin
configuration.42 This delivers a line loading to the mirro
surface. The surface slope at distancex along a line per-
pendicular to the line load can be calculated in plane st
if the mirror is idealized as a 2-D elastic half plane.43

slope5~12n2!
2P

pE

1

x
~ line load!, ~14!

whereP is the load per unit length. If the load is applie
over a finite area of width 2a, roughly representing a fla
clamp, the effect can be obtained by integration43 of Equa-
tion ~14!.

slope5
2~12n2!p

pE
ln S x1a

x2aD ~strip load!, ~15!

where p is the load per unit area. We compared both
these equations to finite-element analysis of mirrors
thickness 1 cm with realistic bending loads. The agreem
was good and, furthermore, the slope errors fell to val
much less than a microradian within 1 cm of the load
area. This suggests that bender designs using clamps a
perpendicular to the mirror surface can, in principle,
effective. As an illustration of these types of calculation w
show both the measured and calculated 2-D stresses in
four-point-bender geometry as given in a classical text
photoelasticity44 ~Fig. 6!.

9.2 Errors Produced by Environmental Effects

The environmental influences that impact synchrotron
diation optics are mainly the vacuum, the thermal chan
due to illumination by the beam and gravity. Here we co
sider only the last two.

9.2.1 Temperature

If the mirror expands more than the base then one can
from Figs. 3~a! or 3~b! that the result will be unintende
end couples tending to make the mirror more convex. T
slope errors at the ends produced by such couples
3aeiL2/2EIl 2 radians/°C whereE, I , L ande, i , l are the
modulus, section moment and length of the mirror and s
port legs, respectively. To ensure that these slope errors
d

d

t

e

t

g

e

e

e

e

negligibly small, we have to make the legs sufficiently fle
ible within the limitation that the loading should not ap
proach the critical force for buckling, which in this case
p2ei/ l 2. This is generally easy to do.

9.2.2 Gravity

When a mirror of uniform cross section, simply support
at its ends, sags under gravity, it assumes a symmet
shape of the general typey5ax21bx4, which represents a
mixture of defocus and spherical aberration. Under the
fluence of gravity alonea and b take the valuesa0

5mL2/16EI and b052m/24EI, wherem is the weight
per unit length. This shows that the slope error at either
due to defocus is three times larger than that due to sph
cal aberration and in the opposite direction so that the
end slope error is twice that due to the spherical aberrat
For convenience we adopt the magnitude of the spher
aberration end slope as a reference ‘‘unit.’’ For a unifo
mirror under gravity alone the size of the unit
2mL3/48EI. For ‘‘rigid’’ mirrors one can remove much o
the distortion by choosing the best spacing between
support points. An analysis of this choice has been given
Howells and Lunt,20 who show that the minimum gravita
tional peak-to-valley slope error is achieved with a spac
of L/), which gives a factor 16.4 improvement in the e
slope error compared to having the supports at the e
Other approaches to eliminating the unwanted effects

Fig. 6 Theory-of-elasticity calculation in plane stress (a) and photo-
elastic measurement (b) of the stress pattern due to four-point bend-
ing of a uniform beam.44 Note that the pattern of purely longitudinal
stresses that one expects for a circularly bent beam is not estab-
lished until about one thickness away from the applied point loads
that produce a locally nonideal stress pattern.
2755Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
gravity are an increase inI /m ~for example, by an increas
of the depth!, the use of high-specific-strength materia
such as beryllium or silicon carbide or active correction
a series of springs.14

The situation is different if the mirror has adjustable e
couples. Then the value ofa becomes controllable but th
value ofb does not. This certainly implies that the curv
ture can be removed leaving one unit of end slope er
However, there are still two more strategies for reduc
the spherical aberration, both of which are quite effecti
The first is to intentionally defocus the system which is
classical form of aberration balancing.45 It works for all
types of spherical aberration whether the source is ma
facturing error, gravity or the use of an ellipse at other th
its design conjugates. It can be shown46 that, for gravita-
tional distortion, the best peak-to-valley slope error is o
tained by settinga523bL2/8, which reduces the en
slope to 0.25 units. Similarly the best rms slope error
quiresa523bL2/10 and is equal to 0.076 units. The pr
cess of finding these optimum settings is not as difficult
it may seem. For example, the rms-slope-error optimum
found automatically if the mirror focal length is tune
through the minimum in the measured rms width of t
x-ray image or the minimum of the rms error of the lon
trace profiler residual curve.

The second approach to correction of any type of sph
cal aberration is to apply an adjustable point load at
center of the mirror. On large mirrors this is fairly easy
do. Application of beam theory shows that the result of
point load alone is to generate a cubic shape of the gen
form y5ux21vuxu3, which means that the effect is to de
liver a controlled cubic contribution. It is true that an uni
tended quadratic contribution is produced at the same t
but this can be removed because we can add any amou
defocus using the end couples and the principle of su
position applies. Including the center load, we now hav
new generic shapey5a8x21c8uxu31b8x4. Analysis of
this46 shows that the minimum rms slope error is obtain
for a85b8L2/5, c8528b8L/9 and is 6.0 times smalle
than for the optimum defocus corrections alone.

The overall effect of these strategies is as follows. T
best rms slope error obtainable by defocus~aberration bal-
ancing! is 0.076 units and by both defocus and a cen
point load is 0.0126 units. The remarkable effectiveness
the combination of these two strategies is the explana
for the excellent performance of the XPEEM conden
mirror. Such performance is being achieved in spite of
initial unit of 100 mrad of end error due to correction o
unintended curvature of the substrate before bending~see
Section 11.1!.

9.3 Operation of the Mirror at Other Than Its
Design Conjugates

Suppose initially that the mirror is installed with an inc
dence angleu1Du instead of u and that the two end
couples are then adjusted for the best possible image.
tells us that focus and coma are corrected and that
dominant aberration, which is spherical aberration is
duced by aberration balancing as described in the prev
section. The dominant contribution to the end slope er
will then be equal to the difference between the spheric
2756 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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aberration contributions to the slope@Equation~3!# of an
(r ,r 8,u) ellipse and an (r ,r 8,u1Du) ellipse. The expected
value of the rms slope error is therefore given by

srms

Du
50.076Fa4~r , r 8, u!2a4~r , r 8, u1Du!

Du G L3

2
, ~16!

wherea4 is given in the Appendix. Exactly analogous e
pressions give the rms errors due to operation at distan
other thanr or r 8. We choose not to approximate th
bracket as a derivative because it would not be a simp
cation and because interesting changes of the variables
not always small enough to justify it. Equation~16! enables
one to plot a relationship betweensrms andDr , Dr 8 or Du
and thus to establish a tolerance forr , r 8 or u. Because of
the correction of focus and coma and the reduction of
spherical aberration, the system is surprisingly forgiving
installation errors and normal surveying tolerances are u
ally quite sufficient.

9.4 Manufacturing Errors

Fortunately, the most important errors involved in man
facturing the mirror substrate do not lead to a change in
position of the neutral axis and are easy to treat theor
cally. Using the subscript zero to identify the intended p
rameters of the error-free system, we can write the flexu
rigidity F ~defined generically as ‘‘EI ’’ ! as

F~x!5@E0b0~x!1E1Db~x!#S h01
Dh

2
1

Dhx

L D 3Y 12,

where a total wedge ofDh and an extra widthDb(x) of
material of modulusE1 have been included to represe
these errors. If we also include an unintended curvat
with radius Re , the optimum values of the couples,C
1DC andC2DC are now altered according to

Copt5F~0!S 1

R0
1

1

Re
D DCopt53F~0!La3

and the resulting slope error is

dy

dx
2

dy

dx U
0

5E
0

xFCopt1 ~2DCoptx8!/L

F~x8!

2
C1 ~2DCx8!/L

F0~x8! G dx8.

Note that, given appropriate changes in the bend
couples, a constant fractional error in either the width or
thickness of the substrate does not lead to errors in the
shape.

10 Mirror Materials: General Considerations

Apart from building elliptical mirrors, the ALS group als
addressed some interesting materials questions assoc
with mirror bending. One of the requirements is always th
the mirror must be joined to the bending machine. This
easy for metals, one can simply use nuts and bolts. On
other hand for ceramics~glass and silicon! it usually im-
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
plies the use of adhesive or solder, which raises quest
of shrinkage and distortion discussed earlier. To build
m-XPS mirrors~see Table 1!, it was necessary to bend on
mirror to 4.5 m radius. This is difficult for ceramics be
cause, due to stress considerations, the thickness has
reduced to around a millimeter, which gives insufficie
rigidity for high-quality polishing. For metals, it is easy t
find materials with a high stress capability, which allow
the substrate to be thicker and easier to polish. On the o
hand, metals do not offer a path to multilayer-coated m
rors and there are obviously risks in subjecting an elec
less-nickel coating, which may have significant stresse
its own, to high bending stress.

We approached these technical challenges in two w
First we developed the technique of superpolishing b
stainless steel.47 The material used was a martensi
precipitation-hardening stainless steel~type 17-4 PH!,
which has manufacturing properties similar to commo
used alloys such as type 304, and which, upon aging
moderate temperature, acquires a yield strength of 1.3
and excellent dimensional stability~changes48 ,0.05 ppm/
year!. A more detailed study of the materials issues
volved in the stability, polishability and other properties
this alloy are given by Howells and Casstevens.47 The fin-
ish achieved by Dallas Optical Systems~Rockwell, Texas,
1996! on a total of 13 mirrors to date has been in the ran
2 to 3 Å rms as measured by the ALS optical profiler w
spatial frequency range 0.3 to 100 mm21. We believe that
this ability to superpolish stainless steel could have f
reaching consequences for the design of synchrotron ra
tion optics generally.

Second, we have improved our technique49 for ceramic-
to-metal adhesive joints to the point where mirror dist
tions due to glue shrinkage have become difficult to
using our standard metrology methods. As noted, this
involved placing the joint surfaces perpendicular to t
plane of the mirror~i.e., on the ends!. We have also
adopted some of the established practices of the aeros
industry in designing glue joints for strength.50 In particu-
lar, we ensure that the edges of the glue layer are alway
compression or shear, not tension. Furthermore, we in
duce a weak link~known as a ‘‘foot’’! at one end of the
joint to ensure that the loads transferred to the glue at
vulnerable point are relatively small~Fig. 7!. Based on con-
siderations of strength, vapor pressure and shrinkage,
latest mirrors are being built49 with glue type 9309.3NA
made by Dexter-Hysol~Pittsburg, California, 1998!.

We do not believe that there is just one optimum way
make a bent mirror. The variety of requirements enco
tered in synchrotron radiation practice demand that al
the material options, ceramic, metal and nickel-plated m
should be available. In the section that follows, we descr
several successful mirrors that provide practical examp
of the techniques discussed above. The examples are
marized in Table 1, which provides most of the paramet
describing the function and performance of the mirrors. W
include in the table one mirror that is not an ellipse~the
7.3.3 condenser! because it illustrates several of the tech
cal issues we have discussed, especially the design o
end fixtures and epoxy joints49 ~Fig. 7!.
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11 Experimental Measurements on Real Elliptical
Mirrors

11.1 The XPEEM Condenser 51

This mirror ~shown in Fig. 15 in Section 11.3! illustrates a
number of interesting points. It belongs to the class of m
rors that would suffer large errors were they to be put
tension by the bender. Therefore, a bender roughly sim
to that of Fig. 3~b! was used. The large size of the mirro
was to enable a large horizontal collection angle for a s
x-ray bending magnet beam line and the goal was to p
duce a 10-times-demagnified image of the source. The g
metrical image size was to be 30mm, which would define
the width of the image field of the XPEEM. The choice
material was based on an approach to dimensional stab
which has been used with some success in experim
directed toward high-stability gage-blocks.48 The strategy is
to use a fully annealed, plain carbon steel with very lo
carbon, in this case AISI type 1006. With suitably slo
heating to, and cooling from, the anneal temperature~say 2
hours/cm of section!, this gives optimum stress relief. I
also eliminates all of the martensite-tempering-type re
tions that could lead to instability, and provides a simp
low-cost substrate with a good thermal match to t
electroless-nickel layer that was applied to all of the mir
surfaces. Since the material is practically pure iron, it ha
much better thermal conductivity than high-alloy stee
The microyield stress will be somewhat reduced by
anneal but the moderate bending stresses required~20 MPa!
can still be tolerated. The mirror suffered from an initi
curvature of about 0.5 km that was not removed by eit
lapping or polishing. After adjusting the couples to allo
for this, a marginal-ray spherical aberration of 100mrad
was produced. This was reduced using both deliberate
focus and a point load at the center, as described in Sec
9.2.2, so that the rms slope error was brought down to
mrad rms over 1.1 m and 3.0mrad rms over 0.6 m~Fig. 8!.
It is also reassuring that the shape of the mirror after
two types of spherical-aberration correction~Fig. 8! was in
close agreement with the calculated shapes.46 Moreover,
the measured x-ray spot width at full mirror aperture w

Fig. 7 The 7.3.3. condenser mirror before installation into its
vacuum tank. The ‘‘foot’’ described in Section 10 can be seen at the
top of each end plate. The x-ray beam passes through the curved
slots in the end plates and reflects from the bottom surface. For
descriptive and performance parameters of the mirror, see Table 1.
2757Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
almost exactly equal to the desired 30mm ~Fig. 9!. We
conclude that, although the performance was surprisin
good for such a difficult mirror, improvements are still po
sible by attention to the initial preparation of the blank.

11.2 m-XPS Mirror Pair

The mirror pair used for them-XPS Kirkpatrick-Baez sys-
tem are described by the parameters given in Table 1.
most unusual feature is the extreme curvature which,
explained in Section 10, led us to the stainless steel s
strate. The manufacturing sequence used with the succ
ful mirrors was as follows.

1. Receive the material in the form of solution-treat
bar stock, hot or cold finished.

Fig. 8 Attempts to improve the XPEEM mirror surface profile as
measured by the long-trace profiler. For curve (a) the rms slope
error was minimized over the full length of the mirror (1.0 m) by
tuning the defocus, for curve (b) the same thing was done with ad-
ditional assistance from the variable point load at the center, and in
curve (c) an optimization similar to that for curve (b) was applied
over only the center 0.6 m.

Fig. 9 XPEEM mirror x-ray spot. The intended image width of 30
mm (the 10-times-demagnified horizontal source width of the ALS)
was almost exactly achieved.
2758 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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2. Machine to size including the calculated edge sha
for elliptical bending.

3. Slowly raise to 480°C, hold for 1 h, air cool.

4. Fine grind back and front surfaces to a flatness
about 1mm.

5. Thermally cycle slowly to2196°C and 200°C, total
of three cycles.

6. Lap, removing at least 20 to 30mm on both sides and
polish.

The front of the mirror was polished49 to the figure and
finish given in Table 1 while the back was lapped to
sufficient flatness that it remained within tolerance when
was bolted to the~similarly lapped! mating surfaces of the
bending springs. After due attention to assembling
bender and springs without unacceptable twisting of
mirror, the procedure described by Rah et al.29 was fol-
lowed to choose the values of the couples for best fide
to the desired ellipse. The final mirror shapes followed th
intended ellipses within 1 to 3mrad, which enabled x-ray
spot widths of 131.2mm to be obtained at 1 keV inm-XPS
experiments. The majority of the mirror errors contributin
to the spot width came from lack of flatness before ben
ing.

The mounted pair of mirrors are shown in the
ultrahigh-vacuum~UHV! bending system ready for instal
lation in Fig. 10. The method of mounting the mirrors usin
a closely spaced row of bolts directly threaded into the en
of the bending springs can be clearly seen in the pictu
The center bolt is reversed to enable the beam to pass.
scheme is simple and effective and did not lead to sign
cant mirror distortions except within about one mirro
thickness of the line of bolts.

11.3 m-XRD Mirror Pair

The m-XRD mirrors were built for hard x rays with corre
spondingly smaller grazing angles and less high-order
tical correction.21–23 The quadratic and cubic approxima
tions are at their best in this situation and in fact the ed

Fig. 10 m-XPS mirror pair installed in their UHV benders. For de-
scriptive and performance parameters of the mirrors, see Table 1.
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Howells et al.: Theory and practice of elliptically bent x-ray mirrors
function of one of them-XRD mirrors was approximated
by three straight lines without loss of performance. T
development of these mirrors taught us a good deal ab
how to glue metal fixtures to the mirror. In particular, th
need to have the glue joint on the ends of the mirror b
came evident following the measurements shown in Fig
However, we found that even when this is done, it is s
possible to introduce unacceptable distortions if the for
due to the screws transmit excessive stresses to the m
The solution is to ensure that the stress pattern due to
screws is isolated from the mirror as shown in Fig. 1
Once these problems were resolved, a rms slope erro
0.8 mrad was obtained for the largestm-XRD mirror ~Fig.
12! and 0.65mrad for the smaller, enabling a final mea

Fig. 11 Some ideas on how to isolate the stresses in the end blocks
from the mirror.

Fig. 12 Long-trace-profiler measurement of the successful m-XRD
mirror after the problems shown in Fig. 5 had been resolved. The
rms slope error was 0.87 mrad.
t

r.
e

f
sured x-ray spot size of 0.830.8 mm2 ~Fig. 13!. ~The latter
image size and the others in the remainder of this sec
are full width at half maximum.!

The two mirrors are operated at 300:1 demagnificat
in the horizontal and 60:1 in the vertical. These choic
reflect the actual asymmetry of the source@300~H!360~V!
mm2# at the time the mirrors were designed. The pres
source size is 240320 mm2 so the expected image size
now 0.830.33 mm2, which is to be compared to the ob
served size of 0.830.8 mm2. Evidently the vertical spot
width is slope-error-limited while the horizontal is no
which still leaves unanswered the question of just h
good the horizontally-focusing mirror may be. One way
test it under more challenging conditions would be to i
age the new smaller vertical source width. In this case,
geometrical image width is 20/30050.067mm and the dif-
fraction limit ~equal to half the wavelength divided by th
numerical aperture! is 0.05mm. On the basis of the mea
sured rms slope error of 0.65mrad we can naively derive an
image width of 0.32mm FWHM and the quadratic sum o
these three contributions is 0.33mm. The measured imag
width is 0.4mm ~Fig. 14!, which is in good agreement with
this. Thus, although the manufacturing error is still the la

Fig. 13 X-ray spot sizes achieved by the m-XRD mirrors in normal
operation in (a) the horizontal and (b) the vertical direction.
2759Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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est contribution, the mirror performance is beginning to
within sight of the fundamental limits. The mirror used
this last measurement which is our smallest mirror to d
is shown Fig. 15 together with our largest mirror, t
XPEEM condenser.

12 Conclusion

We discussed the techniques by which polished flat pla
can be bent to form high-quality elliptical mirrors. We r
ported details of actual mirrors now being used at the A
to illustrate the principles and to show that surface accu
cies better than 1mrad rms and spot sizes better than 1mm
can be achieved using these methods. We have discu
the use of both metal and ceramic mirrors and shown
both can be used successfully. For metals, the manufa
ing techniques involved are all standard machine-shop
cedures, while for ceramics, metal end fixtures are glue
the mirror. We have discussed the various types of e

Fig. 14 Spot size of the smaller (higher demagnification) m-XRD
mirror set to image the vertical source width of 20 mm.

Fig. 15 Smallest m-XRD mirror and the 1.25-m-long XPEEM con-
denser at the ALS optical metrology laboratory. For descriptive and
performance parameters of both mirrors, see Table 1.
2760 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 10, October 2000
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that can degrade the accuracy of the elliptical surface
we believe that we have a reasonable understanding
them.

The production of an elliptical cylinder surface by ben
ing is achieved by shaping the edges of the flat mirror t
width that is calculated by beam theory. Our experience
that the small errors that we do observe are not due
failure of this procedure but rather to lack of flatness of t
mirror before bending. Thus we expect that these te
niques can be improved still further by attention to t
grinding-lapping-polishing procedure and to the steps
volved in connecting the mirror to the bending machine

It is still not clear where the ultimate limits to reflectiv
microfocusing will turn out to be. We have got within
factor of 8 of the diffraction limit in one hard x-ray cas
~Section 11.3!, which means we would be quite near th
soft x-ray diffraction limit. We believe that we can clos
the gap still further in the future.

13 Appendix: Elliptical Mirror Expansion
Coefficients

To list the coefficientsai defined in Equation~2! as com-
pactly as possible we adopt the following shorthand no
tion

u5sinuS 1

r
2

1

r 8D ,

v5
1

rr 8
.

The coefficients are then

a050, a150,

a25
cosu

4 S 1

r
1

1

r 8D , a35
a2u

2
,

a45a2S 5u2

16
1

v
4D , a55a3S 7u2

16
1

3v
4 D ,

a65a2S 21u4

128
1

7u2v
16

1
v2

8 D ,

a75a3S 33u4

128
1

15u2v
16

1
5v2

8 D ,

a85a2S 429u6

4096
1

495u4v
1024

1
135u2v2

256
1

5v3

64 D ,

a95a3S 715u6

4096
1

1001u4v
1024

1
385u2v2

256
1

35v3

64 D ,

a105a2S 2431u8

32768
1

1001u6v
2048

1
1001u4v2

1024

1
77u2v3

128
1

7v4
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